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Abstract

This paper deals with the causes and the development of weak storey mechanisms in concentrically braced frames subjected to seismic action. In order to investigate this phenomenon, different braced frames were designed in accordance with Eurocode provisions. The design parameters and the obtained structures are presented in the paper. Later the results of a comprehensive nonlinear time history analysis carried out with various accelerograms are shown emphasizing the presence of weak storeys. The connection between the behaviour of the brace and the occurrence of the weak storey is investigated. It is described how the plastic deformation of the diagonals and the development of the weak storey are related. A theoretical influence of the brace deformation on the modal response of the braced frames is introduced and also proven by means of signal processing of the displacement time series of the numerical experiments. In the last chapter a possible redesign method is introduced to rule out the occurrence of weak stories.
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1 Introduction

Concentrically braced frames (hereinafter referred to as CBF-s) are frequently used as the vertical and lateral load bearing structure of multi-storey steel buildings, since the structure has numerous practical advantages in terms of implementation. The costly moment resisting joints and splices can be replaced by simple and cheaper semi rigid beam to column connections and also some cross sections can be smaller than of a moment resisting frame as the design value of the bending moment is strongly diminished and replaced by normal requisitions in the members of the braced bays.

Under seismic excitation, the large alternating horizontal inertia forces result in a plastic behaviour of the structure [10]. Classical design is made such that plastic deformations are expected to occur in the bracing bars only, as the braces are meant to carry all the lateral loads of the building [5, 6]. Depending on the direction of the loading the bars in tension undergo plastic elongation and the ones in compression buckle. The global collapse mechanism is favourable because the total lateral displacement of the top is realized as the sum of all the drifts on every floor, therefore a considerable lateral drift can be achieved which is a main concern in seismic design. Furthermore the numerous members subjected to plastic deformation in repeated cycles absorb considerable energy through hysteresis loops of the stress - deformation diagram. This may contribute to some decrease of the storey drift at every floor in damage limit state and allows a major reduction of the design values of the accelerations in ultimate limit state. Although the global plastic yield mechanism is the one that simplified design procedures assume [13], it is well known and observed after recent earthquakes [11] that another collapse mechanism is more likely to develop [12]. The mechanism is often referred to as the weak storey mechanism, see Figure 1. The weak storey develops mainly because of the plasticity of the braces on one floor and on one floor only. When the braces reach the limit of their load bearing capacity, the columns have to carry all the excess horizontal inertia forces. While in the case of the global plastic mechanism the columns remain straight, a weak storey mechanism eventuates the double curvature of the columns as they counteract the horizontal...
forces by bending. If the lateral loading is adequately large plastic hinges form on the top and the bottom of the bent columns and a storey mechanism develops. In the case of this local mechanism the lateral displacement of the top is approximately equal to the storey drift of the weak storey only. Furthermore all the plastic dissipation of the building is realized only on one storey and the rest remain unexploited. As the mechanism develops through the plasticity of the columns, that are the main vertical load carrying members, the weak storey phenomenon facilitates the collapse of the weak floor and consequently the whole building. Therefore it is obvious that the development of the weak storey mechanism is to be prevented.

2 Design and experimental seismic analysis of braced frames

With the aim of better understanding the causes of the weak storey mechanism and to further analyze its development throughout an earthquake, a series of concentrically braced steel frame structures were designed. The design process was carried out with respect to the corresponding chapters of the Eurocode standards (EN-1991, EN-1993, EN-1998) and the designs were later verified with Nonlinear Time History Analysis (NTHA). The buildings for the experimental seismic analysis are identical in plan. The spacing of two adjacent columns is 6 metres in both directions. In the braced direction five columns form a four-bay frame, where the inner two are braced concentrically. In the perpendicular direction the frames are considered to be unbraced moment resisting frames, the columns are assumed to have continuous splices on every floor. However it is also assumed that in the perpendicular direction the adjacent frame is unbraced therefore one braced frame has to carry the horizontal inertia forces of two. The elevation of the buildings differs in terms of storey number. The number of floors are four, eight and twelve in the buildings denoted by CBF4, CBF8 and CBF12 respectively. The storey height is 3 metres on every floor in each building. In the perpendicular direction the five parallel frames are considered to be unbraced moment resisting frames. Consequently the columns are assumed to have continuous splices on every floor, however the base connection is considered as pinned. In the braced direction the beams are hinged at both ends as the lateral loads are carried by the braces. The continuous columns are positioned to have the larger flexural stiffness and load bearing capacity in the perpendicular direction, thus the columns act in the braced direction with their weak axis. The rectangular hollow section braces are concentric and hinged at both ends. The loading was assumed to be distributed between the steel members via concrete floor slabs. The dead load consists in a uniform loading of 6.77 kN/m². The buildings were considered to have an office occupation where the imposed loading of the B category in EC1 gives 3 kN/m² evenly distributed loading on the slabs. The $\psi_2$ combination factor was taken to be 0.3 therefore 30% of the live loading is concurrent with the seismic action. The earthquake acceleration response spectrum was considered to be the type one in EC8 assuming B type soil conditions. The design ground acceleration was taken to be 0.25g, where g is the acceleration of gravity. In the design the supposed behaviour factor (q in EC8) was taken to be 4 in agreement with the structure-specific regulations of the standard. For the verification of the designed frames seven artificial accelerograms were used. The length of each excitation is 20 seconds and the spectra of the ground motions are fitted to the design spectrum. The NTHA was carried out for each accelerogram on different acceleration levels in order to examine the development of the weak storey effect as the seismic action rises. For this purpose the ground acceleration amplitude was multiplied by a constant ranging between 0.1 and 2.0. The different acceleration levels that the buildings were subjected to are: 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00. To obtain a more realistic and accurate design, wind loading was also taken into consideration in the calculation and the structural members were verified not only in seismic design situation, but in the ultimate limit state also. The wind effect was calculated with the assumption of terrain category 3, however it did not make any change to the design. In the following table the applied cross-sectional sizes obtained by the standardized design are presented. The interior and the exterior columns were treated cross-sectionally. Furthermore the relative slenderness $\overline{\lambda}$ and EC8 specified overstrength factor ($\Omega$) results are also indicated. All these values are in accordance with EC8 ($1.3 \leq \overline{\lambda} \leq 2.0; \Omega_{\text{min}} \leq 1.25\Omega_{\text{max}}$).

For the NTHA a planar beam finite element model was used. As all the columns are continuous, the adjacent columns in the unbraced frame also contribute to the resistance in a plastic fail-
Tab. 1. Sections of the members of the analysed braced frames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storey</th>
<th>Int. column</th>
<th>Ext. column</th>
<th>Beam</th>
<th>Brace</th>
<th>Slenderness</th>
<th>Overstrength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HEA160</td>
<td>HEA120</td>
<td>IPE360</td>
<td>SHS100×4</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HEB180</td>
<td>HEA160</td>
<td>IPE360</td>
<td>SHS100×6.3</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HEB220</td>
<td>HEA200</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>SHS100×8</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HEB260</td>
<td>HEA220</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>SHS100×10</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storey</td>
<td>Int. column</td>
<td>Ext. column</td>
<td>Beam</td>
<td>Brace</td>
<td>Slenderness</td>
<td>Overstrength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HEA160</td>
<td>HEA120</td>
<td>IPE360</td>
<td>SHS90×4</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HEB180</td>
<td>HEA160</td>
<td>IPE360</td>
<td>SHS100×5</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>HEB220</td>
<td>HEA200</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>SHS100×6</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HEB260</td>
<td>HEA220</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>SHS100×8</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HEB280</td>
<td>HEA240</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>SHS100×8</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storey</td>
<td>Int. column</td>
<td>Ext. column</td>
<td>Beam</td>
<td>Brace</td>
<td>Slenderness</td>
<td>Overstrength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>HEA160</td>
<td>HEA120</td>
<td>IPE360</td>
<td>SHS90×4</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>HEB180</td>
<td>HEA160</td>
<td>IPE360</td>
<td>SHS90×6.3</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>HEB220</td>
<td>HEA200</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>SHS100×8</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>HEB260</td>
<td>HEA220</td>
<td>IPE400</td>
<td>SHS100×8</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HEB300</td>
<td>HEA240</td>
<td>IPN380</td>
<td>SHS120×8</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HEM240</td>
<td>HEA260</td>
<td>IPN380</td>
<td>SHS120×10</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>HEM280</td>
<td>HEA280</td>
<td>IPN380</td>
<td>SHS120×10</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HEM300</td>
<td>HEA300</td>
<td>IPN400</td>
<td>SHS120×10</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HEM300</td>
<td>HEB280</td>
<td>IPN400</td>
<td>SHS140×10</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HD320×300</td>
<td>HEB300</td>
<td>IPN400</td>
<td>SHS140×10</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HD320×368</td>
<td>HEB300</td>
<td>IPN400</td>
<td>SHS140×12.5</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. (a) Relative storey drift results of the 4-storey braced frame (b) Relative storey drift results of the 8-storey braced frame (c) Relative storey drift results of the 12-storey braced frame
ure mechanism such as the weak storey mechanism. Therefore these columns were added to the planar frame model and connected on every floor by contact elements. In order to obtain realistic energy dissipation in the elements that undergo plastic deformations the cyclic constitutive law of Giuffre – Menegotto – Pinto [17] with kinematic hardening was applied in the model. The material model provided force – displacement curves for the braces that are in good agreement with the results of experimental cyclic tests of rectangular hollow section braces. The calculations were carried out with the Newmark direct integration method. In the dynamic equation 5% damping was taken into consideration via the two-parameter Rayleigh method, independently of the plastic dissipation. For the NTHA analysis the FineG finite element software was used.

From the horizontal displacement results of the floor slabs the relative storey drifts of the subsequent floors were calculated. After looking up the maximum interstorey drift in all acceleration levels the averages of the seven results of the different ground motions were taken. In the diagrams of Figure 2 the averages of the maximum interstorey drift ratios are plotted against the acceleration levels, where the level 1.00 corresponds to the design level. The storey drift ratio is the interstorey drift of two adjacent floors divided by the storey height in percent.

In Figure 2 one can observe that the scatter of relative storey drifts occurs after the 0.25 acceleration level. This appears to be in agreement with the concept of the Eurocode according to which the design has been done to the elastic seismic action divided by four, which is the behaviour factor. In the four-storey CBF4 the interstorey drift on the fourth floor tendentiously exceeded the drift of the other floors. In CBF8 the upper two floors deviated from the manifold of the rest. On this diagram the level 2.00 is not shown as some floors reached unfeasibly large drift. In the diagram of CBF12 the obtained results are also very high, but only because the drift of the top floor deviates from the rest by a lot even for relatively small acceleration levels. In the same figure the 11th floor also reaches high storey drift results compared to the floors below. Beyond the acceleration level 1.50 the tangent of the curves becomes steep for all buildings which can be interpreted as that the structures can not resist that magnitude earthquake. This is not surprising in any way as the designs were made for the level 1.00. On the top or on several upper floors the realized interstorey drift is significantly larger than on others storeys. The CBFs therefore can be considered to be susceptible to develop weak storey mechanisms, despite of that in the design the structure specific provisions of Eurocode were respected. Furthermore if we estimate the failure of the structures around 2.3 percent storey drift ratio based upon cyclic test result found in the available literature [12,16], we conclude that the buildings may collapse at lower acceleration level than 1.00 which is what they were designed for. For CBF8 the estimated collapse is around 0.75 acceleration level, while for CBF12 it is seemingly under 0.50. In spite of the fact that the design of the braced frames was done with respect to the corresponding parts of the Eurocode, in the analysed buildings weak storeys develop and in two lead to early collapse.

3 The behaviour of braces subjected to plastic deformations

In the previous chapter we concluded that in the presented structures weak storeys developed in the top or upper floors. To further examine the underlying effects of the weak storey phenomenon we investigate the behaviour of the diagonals throughout the cyclic loading history. The axial force – axial deformation relation of a hollow steel brace with pinned ends subjected to cyclic loading is well described in the available literature [15]. In compression the slender braces buckle at a significantly lower axial force level than the plastic ultimate load bearing capacity, which is the limit of the resistance in tension. As the brace pairs lean against each other, their behaviour differs. With the relative horizontal displacement of two adjacent floor slabs the columns and beams of one braced bay form a parallelogram. While the brace parallel with the elongating diagonal is subjected to tension, the other is compressed. First the bar in compression, depicted in Figure 3 reaches its buckling resistance and as being pinned at both ends hypothetically it takes the form of a half sinus wave. The bent shape of the diagonal results in bending of the bar that is largest at the mid section, where the eccentricity d of the normal force F is the largest. As the interstorey drift increases further, the eccentricity and the bending moment grows until the combined effect of the normal force and the bending moment causes significant yield in the mid section of the brace which is amplified by the residual stresses in cyclic loading. Due to the formation of a semi plastic hinge early buckling occurs as a result of instability by limit resistance.

When the deformation of the tensile brace exceeds the elastic limit, plastic elongation is realized. In repeated load cycles the plastic strain of the bar cumulates. As the bar becomes longer, it has to be already in compression when the end nodes return to their initial position. Consequently a diagonal that has undergone preceding plastic tensile deformation is in compression or even buckled when the building is horizontally unloaded. The bidirectional cyclic loading causes plastic elongation and easier formation of a semi plastic hinge at the mid sections of both
diagonals of a storey. In Figure 4, the deformed shape of the four-storey braced frame is depicted after being exposed to a 20 second excitation. Furthermore, the axial force – axial elongation diagram of the left diagonal on the top floor during the same ground motion is presented in Figure 5. Both figures demonstrate the above described behaviour of the bracing members. In the diagram the subsequent plastic strains and the decrease of the axial force corresponding to the buckling of the brace can be observed. Upon the shape of the deformation of the braces we can conclude that the repeated cycles throughout the seismic event result in permanent triangular deformation of the braces. One can note that the magnitude of the triangular imperfection introduced to the system by the plastic strains may vary on the different floors. The larger triangular-like imperfection implies larger relative lateral drifts on the particular storey which indicates the formation of a weak storey. The weak storey yield mechanism is therefore related to large relative displacement of the adjacent floors, significant plastic elongation and rotation of the plastic hinge at the mid section of the braces. So the triangular imperfection of the braces, the growing interstorey drift and the formation of a weak storey are closely interrelated.

With the growth of the imperfection of the diagonals the rotation and the repeated alternating plastic deformation at mid section increases, causes cracks to appear and eventually leads to the breaking of the bar [12]. With the loss of the braces the bending moment from the horizontal inertia forces and the eccentric vertical forces causes failure in the columns of the weak storey and the building collapses. However, if the interstorey drifts on all the floors are about equal, the columns remain straight and therefore the global plastic mechanism develops. So, for a favourable behaviour it is not necessarily the magnitude of the drift that is to be limited, but an equality condition for all the storey drifts is to be met. One can also conclude then that a weak storey in a CBF is not weak in terms of adequacy to the horizontal loading, but weak in comparison with all the other storeys. Therefore the weak storey effect is a consequence of the structural arrangement, the dimensions and cross sections and not only a load bearing capacity issue. In other words, a CBF might withstand a high magnitude earthquake without the development of the global plastic mechanism if the members have enough reserve, but even the global mechanism may not prevent collapse if the bars are undersized. Hence the analysis of the susceptibility to the development a weak storey can be made independently of the expected seismic action on the actual building site.

4 The effect of brace deformation on the overall behaviour

4.1 Modal analysis of imperfect models

So far a connection between the weak storey mechanism and the increasing plastic deformation of the braces has been set in evidence. The question arises, how and to what extent does this brace imperfection affect the global behaviour of the building in a seismic event? It can be assumed that the irreversible deterioration of the braces that are the main horizontal load bearing elements results in a significant alteration of the dynamic behaviour of the structure. To verify this assumption a series of natural frequency analyses were conducted on the elastic model of the four-storey braced frame. The perfect model with two straight bracing bars was altered. At the midpoint of two braces on the same floor different magnitudes of imperfection were introduced. The midpoints of the diagonals were pulled perpendicularly to the bar by 10 centimetres at each step up to 50 centimetres. This resulted in triangular alteration of the diagonals was done at every floor separately to analyse the effect of developed weak storeys. Also the same imperfections were applied on every floor simultaneously which corresponds to the development of the global yield mechanism. Furthermore a calculation was run on the perfect model with one diagonal on every floor, neglecting the buckled bar in compression, accordingly to an alternative Eurocode provision. In the Table 2 below the natural frequency results for the more relevant first and second modes are listed. The rows of the table correspond to the different levels of the introduced imperfection while the columns differ in the storey of the imperfection. For the sake of comparison it is noted that the frequencies of the perfect model with two braces on every floor are 1.23 Hz for the first and 3.21 Hz for the
second mode, while the analysis with only one bar yielded 0.84 Hz and 2.26 Hz respectively. One can see in the results of the table that with the concurrent deformation of all the braces the decrease of the frequencies in the two modes is roughly proportional. However this is not the case when the triangular modification is only done to the braces of one floor. Consequently it is not only the frequency of the modes that changes.

The introduced imperfection of the braces modifies the stiffness matrix of the structure. It decreases the stiffness values corresponding to the end nodes of the altered braces, nothing else. Hence the new stiffness matrix of the structure is not proportional to the original, while the mass matrix remains the same. Therefore the mode shapes have to change also. In Figure 6, the natural frequencies, the modal shapes, the modal mass participation (MMP) and the equivalent horizontal loads calculated with the design spectrum can be seen. These results are presented for the perfect four-storey building (Fig. 6a) and two imperfect ones. The two shapes in the middle (Fig. 6b) correspond to a concurrent 40 cm imperfection on every floor while for the shapes on the right (Fig. 6c) the same imperfection was introduced only on the 3rd level. The mode shapes of Figure 6a and b are seemingly similar. The main difference between the two is the ratio of the horizontal forces in the two modes. With the growing imperfection and the softening of the braced frame the importance of the second mode increases. This is due to the shape of the design spectrum and the change of the natural frequencies. As the frequency of the first mode drops, the period rises and the acceleration corresponding to this mode gradually shifts to lower values whereas the period of the second mode remains at or close to the plateau of the Eurocode design spectrum (see also Figure 7). Therefore at the analysis of the global yield mechanism of concentrically braced frames keen attention is to be paid to the effect of the second mode or even the higher ones if their participation factors imply that. The mode shapes of the building with a developed weak storey show that the first mode is approximately a rigid bodily movement of the floors above the weak one and the second is a linear-shape displacement of the floors below the weak storey. Also it can be seen that the upper modes are negligible as their mass participation is low.

The fundamental mode of the locally imperfect model on the right has a reduced mass participation in comparison with the other models and the equivalent horizontal forces calculated from it are prevailing above the weak storey. Consequently we tend to conclude that by the increase of the plastic deformation in the braces of one storey the stiffness of that particular floor decreases. This might yield to a rearrangement of the horizontal inertia forces in a way that this inflicts an increase in the storey shear on the floor already subjected to plastic strains. This increase of the storey shear results in a recurring cycle as it will lead to the realization of further and cumulating plastic deformation on the floor under consideration. Hence the development of the weak storey mechanism could be regarded as an auto exciting phenomenon under cyclic seismic action.

4.2 Frequency analysis of the displacement results
The theory of the deterioration of the diagonals and its effect on the behaviour under dynamic loading was elaborated with the modal analysis of braced frames with deformed diagonals. Though the concept of deforming the braces was based on the nonlinear time history analysis results of the different braced frames, in this chapter another link between these results and theory presented above will be set in evidence. If the permanent deterioration of the diagonals has the previously introduced effect on the modal frequencies it has to be reflected in some way in the NTHA results as well. Upon the analysis results of CBF4 we concluded that the weak storey phenomenon occurs on the top floor. Therefore we analyse the horizontal displacement results of this floor with proper signal processing tools. By Fourier transform we can convert the displacement series from the time domain to the frequency domain by integrating over the whole time axis. But as our aim is to investigate the change of the frequency components on the non-stationary signal we need to keep the time variable. Short-time frequency transformation however can give a better solution. Applying this transformation we calculate Fourier transforms over predefined time windows. The weakness of this procedure is that the fixed-width time window may not be adequately close to the frequency of the signal. It may be a lot larger perhaps and this yields a bad resolution in some intervals. Consequently the chosen and appropriate tool is wavelet transformation of the time series (14, 15). The main goal of the wavelet transformation is to decompose an arbitrary function into elementary contributions. The wavelet transform measures the similarity of the analysed signal function and a series of wavelets with different translation in time and resolution in the frequency domain. The wavelet transform of the signal \( x(t) \) by definition is the inner product in the Hilbert space of the function and a family of wavelets:

\[
W(a, b) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{a}} \int g^*(\frac{t-b}{a}) \cdot x(t) \, dt
\]

(1)

where \( g^*(t) \) is the complex conjugate of the mother wavelet function which generates the family of the wavelets. The mother wavelet is dilated by parameter \( a \) and translated by \( b \) which vary continuously so that a series of son wavelets are created. The mother wavelet is assumed to lie in the \( L^2 \) space of square Lebesque-integrable functions. Also it has to have compact support and needs to satisfy the admissibility condition that essentially means that \( g(t) \) is of zero mean.

\[
\int g(t) \, dt = 0
\]

(2)

One possible choice as the mother wavelet is the Morlet function which is a modified version of the Gabor wavelet.

\[
g(t) = \exp\left(-\frac{\pi^2(t-b)^2}{a^2}\right) \cdot \cos \frac{\pi(t-b)}{a}
\]

(3)

This complex expression defines a harmonic function that decays exponentially on both sides over a time interval around \( t=b \).
Tab. 2. Natural frequencies of models with triangularly deformed braces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperfection magnitude [cm]</th>
<th>Natural frequency of mode 1 [Hz]</th>
<th>Natural frequency of mode 2 [Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>storey of imperfection</td>
<td>storey of imperfection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1  2  3  4  all</td>
<td>1  2  3  4  all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.95 0.99 1.03 1.11 0.69</td>
<td>2.75 3.12 2.95 2.36 1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.67 0.87 0.78 0.85 0.41</td>
<td>2.52 3.07 2.71 1.90 1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.54 0.76 0.65 0.67 0.29</td>
<td>2.46 3.03 2.62 1.79 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.47 0.59 0.58 0.56 0.22</td>
<td>2.43 2.99 2.58 1.75 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.43 0.57 0.54 0.50 0.18</td>
<td>2.42 2.98 2.56 1.73 0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Eigenmodes and equivalent horizontal forces of perfect and imperfect 4-storey building

Fig. 7. Displacement and wavelet transform results of the top floor slab
The parameter $\beta$ defines the length of the envelope wave. By evaluating Eq. (1) on a series of son wavelets in a fixed time and frequency domain we can map the instantaneous frequency components of the analysed signal. The diagram depicting the results is called a scalogram which is analogue with the spectrogram created by Fourier transformation but the time and frequency axes are both variables, therefore the results below are represented by a greyscale colormap. In our case the signal is the horizontal displacement of a selected floor slab coming from an earthquake excitation.

Also the ground accelerogram resulting the horizontal displacement is investigated to see if it excites certain frequencies, see Figure 8. The wavelet transform of the displacements does not show sharp margins in Figure 7, the shape is more cloud-like. This is due to the fact that the excitation and the displacement both miss any kind of harmonic regularity. Furthermore the displacement diagram only has a few waves over the 20 second time series and this leads to a bad resolution. Nonetheless the local maxima are denoted by a white line on the wavelet transform diagram and this line shows that after the first second of featureless noise the characteristic frequency decreases from about 0.77-0.80 Hz to 0.45-0.50Hz throughout the series. The initial frequency complies with the natural frequency of the perfect structure where the buckled bars in compression are neglected (0.84 Hz) while the later is equal to the result in Table 2 (0.50 Hz) corresponding to a model with developed imperfection (50 cm) on the 4th floor. In the meantime the wavelet transform of the accelerogram does not show any tendentious excitation of distinguished frequencies. These results prove that the gradual change of the natural frequencies and the eigenmodes due to the degradation of diagonals that undergo cumulating plastic deformations throughout the earthquake can be effectively simulated in numerical experiments. Therefore the qualitative change described above in the behaviour of CBFs subjected to seismic action is probable and it has to be taken into consideration in the imposed design criteria.

5 A proposed design criterion

On the basis of the behaviour introduced and described above a new design criterion was developed. The method is to be applied complementarily with the prevalent code as the aim was not to create a new design method but to give additional conditions that can prevent the occurrence of local weak storey mechanisms. The basic idea of the Plasticity Analysis for Modal Combinations (PAMC) method is described below. As the modelling and simulation of elastic or plastic behaviour of structures due to different type of dynamic loading is a very complex and difficult task, the approach was elaborated as a regular plasticity analysis method for the sake of simplicity.

To better understand the way the deterioration of the diagonals affect the modal response of a concentrically braced frame a series of linear modal analyses were run on different imperfect-brace models. The results showed that the modal displacements of the perfect structure and the imperfect ones with concurrent magnitude of imperfection on all storeys are proportional. Consequently the shapes of the equivalent horizontal load patterns of the perfect and the identically imperfect models are closely the same. The essential difference is that the triangular imperfection of the braces results in a significant loss of stiffness so the periods of the modes increase significantly. Consequently the spectral acceleration of the fundamental mode may decrease significantly while the second and other upper modes stay in the interval of the maximum spectral acceleration, see Figure 9. This emphasizes the significance of the upper modes.

Furthermore on the basis of the preceding work of Chopra et al. it is assumed, that only the first mode causes plastic yield in the structure, the higher modes do not. Hence the effect of the higher modes can be calculated using the elastic spectrum. The basic idea of the PAMC method is to apply the horizontal modal forces, calculated with the design spectrum on the perfect structure, and to observe the type of yield mechanism they lead to. CBFs designed with the simplified method of Eurocode 8 withstand horizontal forces corresponding to the shape of the fundamental mode taking into consideration a behaviour factor equal to 4. In the presented method this initial load pattern is perturbed with horizontal load patterns of the significant upper modes.

In design the structure is expected to stay in the elastic domain for the initial load pattern, hence, for the perturbed patterns, plastic calculations are conducted. The combination of
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the modal load patterns taken into consideration is:

\[ F_{\text{pamc}} = \frac{F_{M1}}{q} \pm F_{M2} (\pm F_{M3...}) \]  

(4)

where \( F_{M1} \) denotes the equivalent horizontal load pattern of the first mode, \( q \) is the behaviour factor. As the equivalent loads alternate with different frequencies they are to be considered with both positive and negative sign in order to obtain the maximum of the storey shear on every floor. The concept of the method is that on each and every floor the plastic load bearing capacity of the storey yield mechanism has to be sufficient to withstand the effect of the load combination above. Therefore the possibility of the development of a weak storey diminishes. The criterion imposed to each storey of the considered building is that the dissipated energy calculated in a weak storey mechanism has to exceed the external work of the described horizontal load pattern, as described by Eq. (5).

\[ W_{\text{ext}} + W_{\text{grav}} \leq W_{\text{int}} \]  

(5)

where \( W_{\text{ext}} \) is the work of the \( F_{\text{pamc}} \), load pattern on the displacements of the local mechanism, \( W_{\text{grav}} \) is the work of the gravity forces and \( W_{\text{int}} \) is the internal dissipation in the tensile diagonal and the columns on the weak storey as for the development of a local mechanism the columns have to undergo plastic deformations. If the condition (5) is met on every floor of the structure it is expected that it will not collapse with a weak storey mechanism and by that it is forced to gradually develop the global mechanism.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented three concentrically braced frames designed according to the prevalent Eurocode standard to withstand a certain seismic action. The designs were numerically tested by a series of ground motions that matched the effect of the design earthquake. The results have shown that the designs are inadequate as the global yield mechanism has not been provided and the buildings were considered to be collapsed at a lower acceleration level than of the design action. Possible reasons to this early storey mechanism failure were presented. Through the plastic behaviour of the diagonals a significant and self amplifying loss of the stiffness and the change of the modal behaviour of the building have been introduced. Furthermore, by the analysis of the displacement time series of the observed buildings subjected to seismic loading we presented numerical evidence to the supposed, cumulating plastic deformation-induced behaviour. A new possible design criterion has been introduced that aims to prevent the development of weak stories throughout the seismic action. As a continuation of this research the new design criterion should be tested. Furthermore new methods can be elaborated that better utilize the findings of this paper.
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